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Spack is enabling delivery of the exascale software stack
• ECP asks us to build a software stack that will have broad impact beyond DOE.
– Needs to be robust, tested, and reliable
– Needs to be easy to get up and running

• Spack will provide the infrastructure necessary to make this tractable through automation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A dependency model that can handle HPC software
A hub for coordinated software releases (like xSDK)
Build and test automation for large packages across facilities
Hosted binary and source software distributions for all ECP HPC platforms

Contributions to Spack are increasing

Easily Experiment with Build Options

Easy Installation
$ git clone https://github.com/spack/spack
$ . spack/share/spack/setup-env.sh
$ spack install hdf5

§ Clone from github and you’re ready to go!
§ Sourcing configuration script is optional

$ spack install mpileaks

unconstrained

$ spack install mpileaks@3.3

@ custom version

$ spack install mpileaks@3.3 %gcc@4.7.3

% custom compiler

$ spack install mpileaks@3.3 %gcc@4.7.3 +threads

+/- build option

$ spack install mpileaks@3.3 cppflags="-O3 –g3"

set compiler flags

$ spack install mpileaks@3.3 target=skylake

set target microarchitecture

$ spack install mpileaks@3.3 ^mpich@3.2 %gcc@4.9.3

^ dependency information

Active Spack users over time

Package recipes are templated with a simple Python DSL
from spack import *

Base package
(CMake support)

class Kripke(CMakePackage):
"""Kripke is a simple, scalable, 3D Sn deterministic particle
transport proxy/mini app.
"""

Metadata at the
class level

homepage = "https://computation.llnl.gov/projects/co-design/kripke"
url
= "https://computation.llnl.gov/projects/co-design/download/kripke-openmp-1.1.tar.gz"
version(‘1.2.3’, sha256='3f7f2eef0d1ba5825780d626741eb0b3f026a096048d7ec4794d2a7dfbe2b8a6’)
version(‘1.2.2’, sha256='eaf9ddf562416974157b34d00c3a1c880fc5296fce2aa2efa039a86e0976f3a3’)
version('1.1’, sha256='232d74072fc7b848fa2adc8a1bc839ae8fb5f96d50224186601f55554a25f64a’)

Versions

Spack is used on Summit to deploy
over 1,300 packages

Variants
(build options)
Dependencies
(spec syntax)

variant('mpi',
default=True, description='Build with MPI.’)
variant('openmp', default=True, description='Build with OpenMP enabled.’)
depends_on('mpi', when='+mpi’)
depends_on('cmake@3.0:', type='build’)
def cmake_args(self):
return [
'-DENABLE_OPENMP=%s’ % ('+openmp’ in self.spec),
'-DENABLE_MPI=%s' % ('+mpi’ in self.spec),
]

Japan’s Flagship Fugaku system will deploy software using Spack

Install logic
in instance methods
Don’t typically need

def install(self, spec, prefix):
# Kripke does not provide install target, so we have to copy
# things into place.
mkdirp(prefix.bin)
install('../spack-build/kripke', prefix.bin)

install() for
CMakePackage, but
we can work around
codes that don’t have it.

New distributed locking algorithm enables parallel builds

New specific microarchitecture capability
enables binary distribution

▪

arch
spec

$ spack install lbann target=cascadelake

Spack instances can coordinate with each other
using only filesystem locks
▪

Independently run instances on login nodes, or

▪

srun –N 8 –n 32 spack install -j 16 <package>

▪

No MPI is required

▪

Algorithm learns what is being built and what is finished
by other processes
— Builds DAG bottom up

$ spack install petsc target=zen2

— Ensures that multiple independent Spack instances can

coordinate to install many packages safely

github.com/archspec
ReadTheDocs: archspec.rtfd.io
License: Apache 2.0 OR MIT

Generate container images from environments

pip3 install archspec

class MyPackage(AutotoolsPackage):

# Use targets or target ranges on conditional
# dependencies

▪

Can now query target features in recipes
—

depends_on('libfoo', when='target=x86_64:')
—

def config_args(self):

—

# If the target is compatible with broadwell
if spec.target >= 'broadwell':
config_args.append('--from-broadwell-on')

▪

Previously the user had to know available features and
manually enable targets
Now packages can just ask what’s available
We removed a lot of architecture specific variants
from packages (OpenBLAS, FFTW, others)

if 'avx512' in spec.target:
config_args.append('--enable-avx512')

# If I am targeting any AArch64 processor

▪

Support for range expressions

§ ASP program has 2 parts:

• 6,000 – 9,000 facts is typical – includes dependencies,

options, etc.

2. Small logic program (~130 lines)

§ New algorithm is conceptually simpler:

— Generate facts for all possible dependencies
— Send facts and our logic program to the solver
— Build a DAG from the results

§ Solve time is much faster than existing

concretizer

— Typically a fraction of a second (so far), plus parsing
— Can fall off a cliff – it’s NP-complete after all

Generated Dockerfile uses multi-stage builds to
minimize size of final image
Strips binaries
Removes unneeded build deps with spack gc
Can also generate Singularity recipes
—
—

▪

Generate GitLab CI build pipelines from environments

Examples of simpler ASP Syntax

1. Large list of facts generated from our package

repositories

▪

Every microarchitecture specific information is
handled by “spec.target”

New concretizer prototype uses advanced
Answer Set Programming (ASP) with optimization

Optional container section allows finergrained customization

spack containerize

Better support for cross-compiles
—

Any Spack environment can be bundled into
a container image
—

x86_64
only the generic architecture
x86_64:
every x86_64 microarchitecture
haswell:skylake
haswell, broadwell, and skylake
:broadwell up to and including broadwell

# If the target has support for AVX512

if spec.target.family == 'aarch64':
config_args.append('--enable-aarch64')

▪

Define the space:
each package must be assigned
exactly one version.

▪

Spack stack environments can be used to describe combinatorial sets of builds

▪

Using Spack’s environment workflow, we can generate a GitLab CI pipeline from a stack

▪

Users can add a gitlab-ci section to map packages to GitLab runners

▪

Same syntax can be used to generate environments, containers, facility deployments, and pipelines

Disallow conflicted versions
Minimize the total of all version
Weights (more on this later)

Each node has 1 target assigned
Disallow cases where the compiler
doesn’t support the target.

spack ci

Minimize the total weight of
all targets

Won a 2019 R&D 100 Award, with
special recognition: Market Disruptor
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